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Bridging justice between childhood and adulthood

Director of the EAJ Project Presented at The NationalDirector of the EAJ Project Presented at The National
Academies' Seminar on Youth DiversionAcademies' Seminar on Youth Diversion

The EAJ Project’s Director, Lael Chester, presented at a seminar on youth
diversion held by The National Academies’ Committee on Law and Justice.
Lael spoke about the collateral consequences of justice involvement specific to
emerging adults, recent local-level initiatives and state-level systemic reforms
for emerging adult populations, and the kinds of interventions that have been
successful for this age population. Finally, she compared U.S. youth justice
systems to models used in several European countries. Watch theWatch the
presentation here.presentation here.

New Publication by the National Academies of Sciences:New Publication by the National Academies of Sciences:
The Promise of Adolescence: Realizing Opportunity forThe Promise of Adolescence: Realizing Opportunity for
All YouthAll Youth

The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine published a
report synthesizing recent neurobiology and socio-behavioral findings about
adolescent development and analyzing disparities in developmental outcomes.
The report finds that adolescence is a period of development ending in the mid-
20s. The authors propose improvements to youth-serving institutions and
systems—like education, health, child welfare, and justice systems—based on
these scientific findings. Read the publ ication here.Read the publ ication here.

D.C. Lawmakers Consider Expanding Early Release forD.C. Lawmakers Consider Expanding Early Release for
Those Convicted for Lawbreaking as Emerging AdultsThose Convicted for Lawbreaking as Emerging Adults

D.C. Council members are currently considering a proposal that would expand
the Incarceration Reduction Amendment Act (IRAA), which allows judges to
order the release or reduce the sentences of individuals who committed crimes
as teenagers once they have served 15 years of their sentence. The new
proposal would expand eligibility under the IRAA to include individuals who
committed crimes before age 25. While a number of council members, as well
as the D.C. Attorney General, Karl  RacineKarl  Racine, support the proposal, the Trump-
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appointed U.S. Attorney for the District, Jessie K. LiuJessie K. Liu, has launched a public
opinion campaign in opposition to the amendment. Read more at theRead more at the
Washington City PaperWashington City Paper and The Washington Post.The Washington Post.

Massachusetts' Berkshire County DA Andrea HarringtonMassachusetts' Berkshire County DA Andrea Harrington
Talks Juvenile Justice on WBUR radioTalks Juvenile Justice on WBUR radio

On July 8, Berkshire County District Attorney Andrea HarringtonAndrea Harrington spoke on
WAMC radio, advocating for policymakers on the Massachusetts Task Force
on Emerging Adults in the Criminal Justice System to recommend that the
Commonwealth raise the age of juvenile jurisdiction from 18 to 21. DA
Harrington expressed her belief that MA juvenile courts have better capacity
and resources to provide emerging adults with a more tailored rehabilitation
and care plan than adult courts, and she argued that raising the age is a more
feasible reform than creating specialized courts for emerging adults. She also
spoke on the progress made by a sexual assault and domestic violence task
force that she convened in April. Listen to the interview hereListen to the interview here.

Boston GlobeBoston Globe article on Raise the Age in article on Raise the Age in
Massachusetts: "Crime bill would redefine juveniles asMassachusetts: "Crime bill would redefine juveniles as
up to age 21"up to age 21"

The Boston Globe published an article outlining perspectives on emerging
adult justice reform efforts in New England. The article focuses on the proposal
for Massachusetts to follow Vermont's example in raising the age of juvenile
jurisdiction over the 18th birthday. A task force was created in April 2018 to
examine the "advisability, feasibility and impact"; its findings were originally
due July 1 but it has been extended until December 31. Advocates of the reform
argue that the juvenile system is better equipped to serve the unique needs of
emerging adults, while opponents are concerned that the reform would require
a costly restructuring of the justice system, and they argue for the creation of
specialized courts for emerging adults instead. Read the article hereRead the article here.

The Justice Lab Convening of Administrators andThe Justice Lab Convening of Administrators and
Researchers in NYC to Examine Local ReformsResearchers in NYC to Examine Local Reforms

The Justice Lab's Emerging Adult
Justice Project and Youth Justice
Initiatives jointly hosted a
convening of justice administrators
and researchers in New York City
this summer. The group met with
the city's justice leaders to
examine the reforms NYC has
achieved over the last decade.
Participants were treated to a tour
of a small, in-community Close to
Home facility for juveniles in
Queens and a Neighborhood

Opportunity Network (NeON) in the Bronx run by the Department of Probation.
The group also heard from Fleur SouvereinFleur Souverein, a researcher at Amsterdam
University in the Netherlands, about her study of local, small-scaled detention
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facilities for juveniles and the successes she has so far observed.
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